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Abst rac t - -For  an initial boundary value problem of the inhomogeneous heat equation, the present 
paper studies the sharpness of error bounds, obtained for approximate solutions via the Crank- 
Nicolson and Saulyev difference scheme, respectively. Whereas the direct estimates in terms of 
partial moduli of continuity for partial derivatives ofthe (exact) solution follow by standard methods 
(stability inequality plus Taylor expansion of the truncation error), the sharpness of these bounds is 
established by an application of a quantitative extension of the uniform boundedness principle. To 
verify the relevant resonance condition, use is made of some basic properties of the discrete Green's 
function associated. It may be mentioned that the methods of this paper, though specific, do not rely 
on any positivity properties of the discrete Green's function, in contrast to our previous investigations 
which were concerned with boundary value problems for ordinary as well as for elliptic differential 
equations. 
Keywords - -Heat  equation, Finite difference methods, Rate of convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the aim of this paper to study error bounds for numerical solutions of the following initial 
boundary value problem (with a < b for a, b c R, the real axis) 
Lu(x,t) = ~(z,t), (x,t) e ~ := {(x,t) : a < x < b,t >_ 0}, 
u(x,t) = ¢0(x,t), (z,t) e r0 := {(x,0) :a < x < b}, (1.1) 
u(x,t) = ~l(x,t) ,  (x,t) e F1 := {(x,t) :x  e {a,b},t > 0}, 
0 02 where the parabolic differential operator L is given by L - 0t ~F~ and ~, ¢0, ~1 are real-valued 
functions, defined on gt, F0, F1, respectively. In connection with solutions of (1.1), we deal with 
the Banach spaces C(r'~)(~) of real-valued functions u on ~ := {(x,t) : a < x < b,t > 0} which 
possess continuous partial derivatives of order r c N0 with regard to x and of order s c N0 with 
regard to t (No := N U {0} with N, the set of natural numbers) such that the norms 
Ilullc(~) := sup I~(z,t)l, u • c (~) :: c (°,°) (~), 
(x,t)e~ 
Ilullc¢~,,(~) ::llullc(~) + ~=, 0z~°~---~-~ c( )+ ~J:l- O~UotJ c(~) 
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are finite. The following treatment is restricted to those problems (1.1) for which the solution u 
actually belongs to some C (r'8) (~) where r > 2, s > 1 also depend upon the numerical procedure 
considered. 
Let h := (b -a ) /n  for n E N and k = A(h) for some positive function ~ with limh--.0+ ~(h) = 0. 
The approximate solutions Uh to be discussed are defined on the (uniform) grids ~h := ~'~h [-) Fl,h, 
where 
~h:={(x , t ) :x=a+ih ,  t= jk ,  1 <i<n-1 ,  j EN0}, 
FO,h := Fo A ~h, Fl,h := {(x, t) : x C {a, b}, t = jk ,  j c No}, 
and are obtained as solutions of discrete counterparts to (1.1), given in terms of a suitable 
discretisation operator Lh and averaging operator Jh via 
LhUh(X, t) = Jh~(X, t), (x, t) E ~th, 
Uh(X, t) = ¢0(X, t), (X, t) e F0,h, (1.2) 
uh(z,t) = ¢ l (x , t ) ,  (z,t) c rl,h. 
In the following, we are interested in sharp estimates for the error IlUh -- U[I~h,T , measured by 
sup-norms like (T > 0) 
[IVhlI-~,,T := sup{lvh(x, t ) ] :  (x,t)  e ~h, 0 < t < T}.  (1.3) 
To this end, given the numerical procedure (1.2), we first establish direct estimates (cf. Theo- 
rem 2.1; 3.1) in terms of partial moduli of continuity for partial derivatives of solutions of (1.1), 
thereby confining ourselves to those problems (1.1) for which the solution indeed belongs to the 
appropriate space C (r's) (-~). It may be mentioned that these error bounds are obtained by 
standard methods (stability inequality and Taylor expansion of the truncation error) and in- 
clude those, known for smooth solutions. On the basis of a quantitative extension of the uniform 
boundedness principle (cf. Theorem 2.2), it is then shown that these error bounds are sharp in the 
following sense (cf. Theorem 2.3; 3.2): there exists a problem (1.1) with suitable data ~, ¢0, ¢1 
such that the solution indeed belongs to the Lipschitz class under consideration, thus admits 
a certain large-Oh-rate of approximation which then cannot be improved to the corresponding 
small-oh-rate. This program will be worked out in Section 2 for the (implicit) Crank-Nicolson 
scheme, whereas Section 3 outlines a parallel treatment for the Saulyev procedure. To establish 
the relevant resonance condition, use is made of some basic properties of the discrete Green's 
function associated. In this connection, it is important o note that the methods of this pa- 
per, though specific, do not rely on any positivity properties of the discrete Green's function, in 
contrast o our previous investigations which were concerned with boundary value problems for 
ordinary (cf. [1]) and elliptic (cf. [2]) differential equations. 
2. CRANK-N ICOLSON SCHEME 
In terms of the difference operators 
1 - -  1 
OxUh(X,t) := -~ [Uh(~C + h,t)  -- Uh(X,t)], OxUh(X,t) := ~ [Uh(X,t) -- Uh(X -- h,t)], 
1 
Otuh(x, t) := -i [~h(x, t + k) - uh(x, t)], 
the Crank-Nicolson scheme for the approximate solution of (1.1) is given via (1.2) with opera- 
tors Lh, Jh, defined by 
1 ox~[uh(~,t) + ~h(z,t + k)], nhUh(Z,t) = OtUh(X,t) -- -~ 
(2.1) 1 
Jh~(X, t) = ~ [~(x, t) + ~(x, t + k)]. 
It is a remarkable fact (see [3]) that for this scheme one may indeed choose k and h indepen- 
dently. Problem (1.2), (2.1) has a unique solution Uh on ~h for arbitrary data ~, ¢0, Y)l and for 
each h = (b - a) /n,  n e N, and k (cf. [4, p. 527]). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let Uh be the solution of (1.2), (2.1), corresponding to ~bo(x,t) = 0, ¢ l (x,t )  = 0 
on F0,h, Fl,h, respectively. Then for T > k and M = (b - a)vFf , there holds true the stability 
inequality (cf. (1.3)) 
[lUhll-~h,T <_ MIIJh~ll~h,T-k = M[]LhUhHnh,T-k. 
For a proof, one may consult [3] (cf. [5, p. 118]). In order to establish direct estimates for the 
error 
Rhu := [[Uh -- U[[~h,T = [[Uh -- U][n~,T, (2.2) 
it is therefore sufficient o consider the truncation error 
ThU := JhLu - Lhu = Lh(Uh -- U). (2.3) 
The error bounds are then given in terms of the partial moduli of continuity (with, e.g., ~'~T :--~ 
{(x,t) • ~:  0 < t < T}) 
~(1,0) (6,~;~T) := sup {lu(x + E,t) -- ~(x,t)l : (x,t), (x + ~,t) • ~T, I~1 < ~}, 
~(~,0) (6, ~; ~)  := sup { lU(X + ~, t) -- 2U(X, t) + U(X -- ~, t)l: (X + ~, t) • ~,  I~1 < 6}, 
W(0,1)($,U;~T) := sup {lU(X,t +~) -- U(x,t)[: (z,t),(X,t +e)  • ~T, I¢1 <_ 5}. 
LEMMA 2.2. For u • C(2'2)(~) and T > k one has 
~ / 02u ) l~ w(2'o) / 02u ) II~h~ll~,~-~ _< ~k,b-~;~ + ~h,b-~;~ . (2.4) 
PROOF. In view of (1.2), (2.1), (2.3), one has for (x, t) • ~h,T-k 
o~ (~it + k) + 4~(~,t) ~h~(x,t) = ~ ~ ~ (x,t) - 
] 1 [ -02U(x't+k)+Ox'~xu(x't+k)]  1 [_02U(x,t)+O~-~u(x,t) +~ [ Ox 2 
+ 2 L ax~ 
=: (Th (i) Jr- Th (2) -[- Th (3)) U(X,t), 
say. For u • C(2'2)(~), a Taylor expansion therefore yields 
~--~fo k FO2u -ff~(x,t+k-s)O2u ]ds  k~ 02(0,1 ) ( 02u- '~  v(hl)u(x,t) = (k--S) [-O--~(X,t + S) -- ~__ k , -~;~]T)  , 
7i a2u-5-~z2 ( 't)--~i f f  ra~u a~u ] ds ~(h~)u(x,t) = (h -s )  [b-Tz~ (~+s,t)+ b-~ (x-~,t)
1 { 02u ~ 
___~  0.)(2,0 ) ~h, ~-~x2; ~]T) , 
with a corresponding estimate for rh(3)u(x, t). Since the bounds are independent of (x, t) • ~'~h,T-k, 
inequality (2.4) follows. | 
THEOREM 2.1. Given a problem (1.1) with solution u, satisfying u • C(2'2)(~), let uh be the 
solution of the associated iscrete problem (1.2), (2.1). Then for the rema/nder (2.2), there holds 
true (T > k) 
[k ( a2u ) 1 ( O~u-  \]  
Rhu<M ~w(0,1)k,--~-~;-~T +~w(2,0)h,-~-~x~;~lT)J (2.5) 
with constant M, given by Lemma 2.1. 
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PROOF. For a suitable choice of the data ~o, ¢0, ¢1, one may interpret the function Uh --u on ~h 
as the solution of a problem (1.2), (2.1) for which (Uh -- u)(x,t) = 0 for all (x,t) 6 F0,h U Fl,h. 
Therefore by Lemma 2.1 and by (2.3), 
RhU <_ M[[Lh(Uh -- u)[lah,T--k = M[[rhulln~,T-k, 
which already completes the proof in view of (2.4). | 
Note that the error bound (2.5) depends on additional smoothness properties of the solution u 
of the original problem (1.1). If, e.g., u 6 C(4'3)(~), then actually Rhu = O(k 2 + h2). 
To examine the sharpness of (2.5) (for k = h), it is essential that the error Uh -- u may indeed 
be represented as a function of the exact solution u. To this end, consider the discrete Green's 
function Gh(~, rl) on (~, 77) E f~h x f~h, defined for fixed 7/6 f~h as the unique solution of 
i, ~=n, 
(LhGh(',rl))(~) = 0, else, ~ E f~h, (2.6) 
Gh(~, 7) = 0, ~ e r0,h u Fx,h. 
In view of the definition (2.1) of Lh, it is easy to see that for rj = (xv,tn) (cf. [4, p. 527]) 
Gh(~, r/) = 0 for all ~ = (x~,Q) with t~ < t v. (2.7) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Vh be a (real-valued) function on ~h with Vh(X,t) = 0 for (x,t) C F0,h U Fl,h. 
Then for every ~ 6 ~h, there holds true the representation 
Vh(() = E Gh(~,zl)nhVh07)= E Gh(~,~?)LhVh(~). (2.8) 
~6f~h ~?6f~h 
tn <_t~ 
PROOF. First observe that the sum in (2.8) is finite because of (2.7). Denoting the right-hand side 
of (2.8) by Wh(~), one has Lh(Wh -- Vh)(~) = 0 for ~ 6 ~h and (Wh -- Vh)(~) = 0 for ~ C r'0,h kJ 1"1, h 
so that (2.8) follows from the unique solvability of (1.2), (2.1). | 
Since for the error uh - u one indeed has (Uh -- u)(x,t) = 0 for (x,t) e F0,h 12 Fl,h, one may 
apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain the following representation (cf. (2.2), (2.3), (2.8)) 
.en~ -~h ,T ~E~h,T ~h ,T 
of the (norm of the) error. At this stage, to establish a basic resonance condition, needed for a 
proof of the sharpness of estimates like (2.5), we now cannot make use of any positivity properties 
of the discrete Green's function, in contrast o our previous investigations which were concerned 
with the numerical solution of boundary value problems for ordinary (cf. [1]) and elliptic (cf. [2]) 
differential equations. In the present situation, our argument is therefore based upon the following 
lower estimate for the discrete Green's function, associated with the Crank-Nicolson scheme, 
which may be of some independent interest. 
LEMMA 2.4. For each T > 2k and h < (b - a)/2, 
e~ Gh(.,~) ~h,T>min{T_ (b )2}  
.T 8' ~66 a 
(2.10) 4 
The proof will in turn be an easy consequence of the following two assertions. 
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LEMMA 2.5. For 2 <_ n • N and [a,b] C R let Z,~ := {x0, . . . ,xn} be an equidistant partition 
of [a, b]; thus xj = a + jh, 0 < j <_ n, with h = (b -  a)/n. Then for every (real-valued) function fh 
on Z ,  with 
h(x j+ l )  - 2h(x ) + 
< -C<0 
h 2 
for 1 _< j _< n - 1, there holds true 
max Ifh(Xj) I> C (b -  a) 2 
0<j<n 18 
PROOF. First consider the case a -- 0, b = 1. For the continuous Green's function G(x, y) = 
x(1 - y) - (x - y)+ of the boundary value problem 
-u"(x)  = ~(x) for x • (0, 1), u(0) = u(1) -- 0, 
it is well known that, apart from f~ G(x, y)~(y) dy = u(x), there holds true 
n-1  
fh(Xj) = h E G(jh, lh) [--0x0-~xfh(Xl)] + fh(0)(1 -- jh) + fh(1)jh. 
l=l 
Therefore for 0 <:_ j < n, 
2 max 
j=O,...,n 
/o 1 Ifh(Xj) I > Ch G(jh, lh) = C G(jh, y)dy. 
l----1 
Since maxj=0 ..... ,~ f l  G(jh, y) dy > 1/9, this already establishes the result in the present situation. 
The general case then follows by a linear transformation. | 
LEMMA 2.6. Let T > 2k and Vh be a real-valued function on ~h with 
LhVh(X, t) > C > 0, for (X, ~) • ~'~h,T--k. 
Then for h < (b - a)/2, 
IlVhlIFi~,T > C min { T8, (b 36  )2 }.  
PROOF. Let xj : :  a + jh  and -~h,T : {(xj,  rk) E ~T : 0 _< j _< •, 0 < r < N} for some N • N. 
Then in view of the assumption for 1 _< j _< n - 1 (cf. (2.1)), 
N- I  N- I  
r=O r=O 
I 
2h 2 (Vh(Xj+l, (r + 1)k) - 2Vh(Xj, (r + 1)}) + vh(xj-1, (r + 1)k) 
"R Vh(Xj+I, rk) - 2Vh(Xj, rk) + Vh(Xj-1, rk))] 
1 1 N-1 
: ~ [Vh(Xj, Yk )  - Vh(Xi, 0)] -- ~-~ E [Vh(Xj+I, rk) - 2Vh(Xj, rk) + Vh(Xj-1, rk)] 
r= l  
1 
2h 2 [Vh(Xj+l, O) -- 2vh(xj, O) + Vh(Xj-1, O) 
+ Vh(Xj+l, Nk) - 2Vh(Xj, Nk) + Vh(Xj-1, Nk)]. 
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In terms of 
N-1  
1 
fh(xj) := E Vh(Xj, rk) + ~ [Vh(Xj,O) + Vh(Xj, Nk)], 
r= l  
this shows that for 1 < j < n - 1 
m 
-~ [Vh(Xj, Nk) - Vh(Xj, 0)] > NC + (9= O= fh(Xj). 
Now, if there exists some 1 <_ j _< n - 1 with O=Oxfh(Xj) >_ -NC/2 ,  then [[vhJlnh.T > TC/8 
for k < T/2 since 
kNC > (T -  k)C TC 
Vh(Zj,gk)--Vh(Xj,O) > - -~ _ 2 > T 
On the other hand, if O=O=fh(Xj) < -NC/2  for every 1 _< j < n - 1, then by Lemma 2.5 
for h <_ (b - a)/2 
(b - a) 2 NC 
max IA (z~) l  > - -  
0<j<n 18 2 
Suppose the maximum is attained at j = i, then in particular 
N-1 1 (b - a) 2 NC 
E ]Vh(Xi'rk)l + -2 []Vh(Xi'O)l + IVh(Xi'Yk)l] >- Ifh(Xi)l > 1-----~ 2 ; 
r= l  
thus, [Vh(Xi,rk)[ > (b - a)2NC/36N for at least one 0 < r _< N. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4. In view of the definition (2.6), one has that for ~ E ~h,T 
so that assertion (2.10) follows by Lemma 2.6 (and (2.6)). | 
The fact that the estimate (2.5) for k = h is sharp with regard to the rate of convergence 
is now established in connection with general Lipschitz classes, determined by abstract moduli 
of continuity, i.e., by functions w (e.g., w(~) = Sa, 0 < a < 1), continuous on [0, oo) such that 
for 0 < ~, e 
0 = w(0) < w(~) < w(~ + e) < w(6) + w(e). (2.11) 
The lower estimate of Lemma 2.4 then turns out to be essential for an application of the following 
quantitative xtension of the uniform boundedness principle (for a proof and further comments 
see [1,6] and the literature cited there): for a Banach space X with norm [[. [[ let X* be the set 
of sublinear bounded functionals F on X, i.e., F maps X into R such that for all f ,g  E X ,a  E R 
W(f + g)l <- IF fl + IFgl, IF(oLf)l = I ' := l l F f l ,  
I I F I I x*  :=  sup{IF . f l  : I lfl l -< 1} < ~x~. 
oo  X*  THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that for a sequence of remainders (Fn)n=l C and for a measure of 
smoothness {$8 : ~ > 0} C X* there are test elements gn E X such that (~ > O, n -* oo) 
Ilg.II = 0(1), (2.12) 
IF.g.I ~ o(1), (2.13) 
I&g,,I-< M rain {1, ¢p-~}, (2.14) 
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where a(5) is a function, strictly positive on (0, oo), and (P~)~=I C R is a strictly decreasing 
sequence with limn-~oo Pn = O. Then for each modulus w satisfying (2.11) and 
lim w(6) (2.15) - -00 ,  
5-,0+ 5 
there exists a counterexample f~ • X with 
JS~f~ I = O(w(a(5))) (6 --, 0+), (2.16) 
IFnfwl ~ o(w(pn)) (n -~ oo). (2.17) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T > 0 be arbitrary, fixed. For every modulus of continuity w satisfying (2.11), 
there exists a counterexample u~ • C (2'2) (-~ such that (6 --* 0+) 
= 
thus (c£ (2.5) for k = h) Rhu~ = O(w(h2)), but on the other hand 
Rhu~¢°(w(h2) ) '  (h - (b -a ) -~O+)  " n  
PROOF. Let us first suppose that w additionally satisfies (2.15). Then, to apply Theorem 2.2, 
choose (cf. (2.9) with h = (b - a)/n for n E 51) 
x = c (2,2) = 5 2, = n -2 ,  
ShU ~-- 503(0,1 ) 5, -~-  ; ~'~T "~- 02(2,0 ) 5, ~X-~X2 ; ~IT ) , 
F ,u=Rhu= Gh(',~)ThU(~) , g,(x,t)  = ~-~ 1 --COS 2r . 
Then (2.12)is obvious, whereasthe stimates 
25 02gn 02gn 
c(~) +4 ~ c(~) 
Shgn ~ 03g n O4gn I 
52 5 2 
-~-  c(~) + ox4 c(~) 
167r 2< - -  
- (b  - a )  2 
167r 4 
_~ 62n 2 -  
(b - a) a 
already imply equation (2.14). Concerning the resonance condition (2.13), let us first note that 
JhLgn(x, t) = -47r2/(b-a) 2and Lhgn(x, t) = 0; thus Thgn(X, t) = -4r2 / (b -a)  2 on ~h. Therefore 
in view of Lemma 2.4, 
471"2 ~76 ~h,',' Gh(" ~) fl,,,T # 0(1), F.g. (b - a) 2 . 
and the result follows via (2.16), (2.17). If w(5) = 6, then one may consider u~(x,t) = x a. Since 
S$u~ = 2462 and rhU~ = 2h 2, Lemma 2.4 now implies that 
RhUw = 2h2 I ve~h,T Gh(.,~) ~h,T F£ O(h2), 
thus the assertion. | 
CAH~ 30:3/6-F 
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3. SAULYEV SCHEME 
The Saulyev scheme for the approximate solution of (1.1) is given via (1.2) with opera- 
tors Lh, Jh, now defined by 
1 
LhUh(X, t) = OtUh(X, t) -- --~ [Uh(X -- h, t + k) - Uh(X, t + k) - Uh(Z, t) + Uh(X + h, t)], 
(3.1) 
Jh~(x, t) = ~(x, t + k). 
To ensure stability (cf. (3.3)), we suppose k = #h 2 for some 0 < # _< 2 throughout. It follows 
(cf. [7, p. 31]) that problem (1.2), (3.1) for arbitrary data ~,¢0,¢1 has a unique solution Uh 
on ~h for each h = (b -  a)/n, n E N. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given a problem (1.1) with solution u, satisfying u E C(2'1)(~), let ?.t h be the 
solution of the associated iscrete problem (1.2), (3.1). Then for the remainder (c£ (2.2)), there 
holds true (T > k, k = #h 2 for some 0 < # ~_ 2) 
Ou- -  
PROOF. Let us first observe (cf. [7, p. 35]) that one has the stability inequality (T > k, k = #h 2 
for some 0 < p < 2) 
nUhll~h,T <_ TIIJh~llah,T-k = TIILhuhHa~,T-k, (3.3) 
where Uh is the solution of (1.2), (3.1), corresponding to ¢0/x, t) = 0, ~l(X, t) = 0 on F0,h, Fl,h, 
respectively. Therefore, as in the previous section, (3.2) follows by a Taylor expansion of the 
truncation error. To this end, for (z, t) C ~h,T-k (cf. (2.3)), 
Ou (z, t + k) - atu(x, t) I~hu(x,t)l <_ -hf 
1 -02U (x,t + k) + [u(x - h,t + k) - 2u(x,t + k) + u(x + h,t + k)] 
+ Ox 2 
1 
+ ~ ]u(x , t+k)  -u (x+h, t+k)  -u (x , t )+u(x+h, t ) l  
say. As for Lemma 2.2, one has that for u c C(e'l)(~) 
1 ( 02U-~T) 
~'(2)u(x,t) <_ ~w(2,0) h, Ox------5; . 
that 
(x, t + k) - (x, t + s) < k, , -~- -- t'd(O,1) -~-; ~'~T 
Furthermore, it follows 
T(1)u(x,t) = 
7(h3)U(x,t) = ~-~ -ff~(x,t + s) -- -~  (x + h,t + s) 
~--~w(1,o) h, -~;~T ----ttw(1.0) h,-~;-~T , 
so that the result is an immediate consequence of (3.3) as applied to Uh -- u. | 
Concerning the sharpness of (3.2), since again we do not know about any positivity properties 
of the discrete Green's function, associated with the Saulyev scheme, it is essential that the 
method of the previous section can also be employed in the present situation. To this end, the 
counterpart to Lemma 2.6 now reads as the following. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let T > k and Vh be a real-valued function on 12h with (cf. (3.1)) 
LhVh(X, t) > C > O, for (X, t) e ~'~h,T-k" 
Then for all h <_ (b - a)/2 and ~h 2 = k < T/2, 
IlVh[[-~h,T > Cmin  24max{I ,#} ' - -  
(b - a)____~ 2 
36 } '  
PROOF. Let xj := a + jh and -~h,T : {(xj, rk) E ~T : 0 ~_ j _~ n, 0 < r < N} for some N E N. 
Then in view of the assumption for 1 < j < n - 1 (cf. (3.1)), 
N-1 N-1 [k  
NC < E LhVh(Zj, rk) = E (Vh(Xj, (r + 1)k) - vh(zj, rk)) 
r=0 r=0 
1 ] 
h2 (Vh(Zj-1, (r + 1)k) - vh(xj, (r + 1)k) -- Vh(xj,rk) + Vh(Xj+l,rk)) 
N-1 
1 1 
= -~ [Vh(X,,Nk) - Vh(Xj,O)] -- -~ E [vh(x,-1,rk) - 2Vh(Xj,rk) + Vh(Xj+l,rk)] 
r= l  
1 
h2 [Vh(Xj_I, gk)  - Yh(Xj, Nk) - Vh(Xj, O) -~- Vh(Xj+l, 0) ] .  
N-1 In terms of fh(xj)  := ~-~T=I Vh(Xj,rk), this shows that for 1 <_ j < n - 1 and k = #h 2 
1 ([Vh(Xj, Nk)  - Vh(Xj, 0)]  - -  ~[Vh(Xj-1, Nk)  - Vh(Xj, Nk) - vh(xj, O) + Vh(Xj+l, 0)]) 
> NC + OxO~fh(zj). 
If there exists some 1 < j < n - 1 with Ox-~xfh(xj) >_ -NC/2 ,  then for k < T/2, 
Vh(Xj, Nk)  - Vh(Xj, O) -- #[Vh(Xj-1, Nk) - Vh(Xj, Nk)  - Vh(Xj, O) + Vh(Xj+l, 0)] 
kNC > (T -  k) C TC  
and therefore in this case 
[[Vhll~h, T > min 1, 24 
On the other hand, if OxOxfh(xj) < -NC/2  for every 1 <_ j < 
forh<_ (b - a)/2 and some O < i < n, 
n - 1, then by Lemma 2.5 
N-1 (b - a) 2 NC 
E IVh(Xi'rk)] >- Ifh(x~)l > 18 2 ; 
r= l  
thus, IVh(Xi,rk)l > (b -a )2C/36  for at least one 0 < r < N - 1. | 
The verification of the crucial resonance condition is again based upon the following lower 
estimate for the discrete Green's function, associated with the Saulyev scheme. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 0 < # <_ 2. Then for T > 2~h 2, h <_ (b - a)/2, 
'~e ,~.,r  Gh( ' '~) nh,T >-min{24maT{ l '#} '  (b36)2} '  
In view of Lemma 3.1, the proof may be given as for Lemma 2.4. 
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THEOREM 3.2.  
satisfying (2.11), (2.15) there exists a counterexample u~ e C(2'1)(~) such that (6 --+ 0+) 
- \ a2u  
6, Ox----r; U 
thus (cf. (3.2) for k = #h 2) Rhuo; = O(w(h2)), but on the other hand 
Let T > 0 and 0 < Is <_ 2 be arbitrary, fixed. For every modulus of continuity w 
(3.4) 
Rhu  o (h2)), h-  (b -a )  ,0+) .  
n 
PROOF. Since a; additionally satisfies (2.15), the assertions follow via Theorem 2.2, using the 
same quantities (including the test elements g,~) as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, but, of course, 
on X = C(2'l)(~) and with S~ as given by the left-hand side of (3.4). I I  
Note that the test elements gn and therefore the counterexample u~ (cf. [1,6]) are indeed 
independent of the variable t so that the term oa(2,0)(6, 02U~IOX2; ~T) is the essential one in the 
direct estimate (3.2) as applied to u~. But, in general, the other terms in the error bound (3.2) 
are indispensable, too. To this end, let us, e.g., consider the example u~(x, t) = xt in connection 
with the case that the abstract modulus of continuity is given by 0;(6) -- 75. Then, 
and therefore, by Lemma 3.2 (cf. (2.9)) for the present quantities, 
Rhu~ = ish ~ ah(.,V) # o(h). 
iTC~h .!r IIl)h ,T 
On the other hand, obviously, 
f e Ou~ -- \ (6 0eu~ ~ \ (& Ou~ -- \ 
Let us conclude with the remark that the results of this section may also be derived for that 
Saulyev scheme for which the operator Lh is given by (cf. (3.1)) 
1 
LhUh(X,t) = OtUh(X,t) -- -~ [Uh(X -- h,t)  - Uh(X,t) -- Uh(X,t + k) + Uh(X + h, t  + k)]. 
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